Back to back?

Football takes first rush toward another triumphant year — SPORTS, A11

UCF students join thousands in board game play

TREASURE CHEST

ONLINE COVERAGE • Visit our Web site for results and reactions from the vote.

The trial and vote to remove Cook from office took place on Thursday evening in the Student Union. Information on the trial, including the final vote count, is currently online at www.ucfnews.com, but happened after press deadlines and couldn’t be in the paper.

When the events leading up to—and during—Thursday’s proceedings are put in perspective, the trial and vote are placed in the context of events leading up to Thursday.

Just before 5 p.m. Thursday, Student Government Association Sen. Webster Cook attended a meeting hosted by Catholic Campus Ministry with his friend because he said that he wanted to show his friend how

conversing worked.

When the time for comments came and the floor was opened, Cook explained to his friend that his friend could not take the Buchanan chair, but that Cook could get one seat and bring it back to him.

Cook’s friend went with him to the altar without accepting. Convinced, but feeling that Buchanan was not the right choice, Cook asked that Buchanan be read back to him.

According to Cook, she tried to remove the Buchanan from the board, and she asked that Buchanan be read back to him.

UCF Associate Campus Minister Joshua Swallow assisted Cook and his friend to

rock it out now

Orlando’s local music scene promises to give a good show — VIBRIT, A14

UCF will spend $6 million on staff

TARA YOUNG

President and Executive Vice President Terry Hickey announced Thursday evening that UCF will be spending $6 million on faculty and staff bonuses and raises.

The money comes as a result of the additional tuition revenue generated by UCF’s enrollment growth and increasing enrollment rates.

This will allow UCF to "deserve those dedicated faculty and staff members who have worked so diligently to grow our student population during these very difficult times," Hickey said in a press release.

Hickey announced that UCF will award all eligible employees $600 bonuses and provide merit-based raises to those who qualify.

Hickey said most eligible full-time faculty and staff members should receive the one-time bonus of $600 in their December paychecks. Merit increases are also expected to take effect in January.

"Thank you for your continued hard work that is growing our student population and that is helping to generate the tuition revenue that is critical to our compensation package," Hickey said. "Please consider the members of the UCF family that have made our continued commitment to the university possible by their enthusiastic backing of our leaders and our commitment to strive to be the best university and staff member you can be."

Check Wednesday’s Future for a full story on the bonuses.

Timeline to the vote

The events that led to Sen. Cook’s trial

On Wednesday at the McDonald’s restaurant at Alpha Tau and University Boulevard, UCF students joined more than 3,000 people across the globe to simultaneously play the board game Monopoly.

The event, which lasted from 10 to 11 a.m., was an attempt to break the world record of the most number of people simultaneously playing the popular property-trading board game. The event was organized by Hunter Public Relations, a public relations firm for Hunter Publishing.

It first came to us as an opportunity to fundraise for Hunter Public Relations, but we also wanted to make history and set a world record here at UCF,” Galaxy Leuty said. Leuty is the president of the Beta Theta Chapter of the Lambda Theta Alpha Latin Sorority, Inc. and the organizer of the event.

“There are just a lot of people here doing it, and it’s a very unique record and unique as Knights,” Galaxy said.

Leuty organized the 2008 summer semester playing monopoly “once or twice a week” at the Boys and Girls Club, where she works as a program assistant.

“Pretty cool. It has a ‘Knight’ atmosphere. We’re having fun, people are eating and enjoying themselves,” Rose Gaseanon said about what it was like to play Monopoly inside a McDonald’s.

Gaseanon was one of the participants at the event, along with many

AROUND CAMPUS, A2

LATE NIGHTS TO HOST EVENT BEFORE FIRST HOME FOOTBALL GAME

Late Knights, the most well-known local band in Central Florida, will play at 9 p.m. Friday at Third Street Bowl. The event, which began in 1998, evolved into a fundraiser for the Catholic Campus Ministry, but has since branched out and became a bowling extravaganza.

LOCAL & STATE, A2

GOV. CHARLES CHRISTIE APPEALS TO CHIEF JUDGE TO SUPREME COURT

Gov. Charlie Crist has selected 1st District Court of Appeals Judge Peter Canady to fill the governor’s appointment for a seat on the Florida Supreme Court that opened when Justice Carol W. Fairchild resigned last week.

Fujitsu and Cisco Systems have chosen to open a joint development center at the Orlando Technology Center. The companies plan to announce their joint venture Tuesday as part of the state’s efforts to lure high-tech companies to Florida.

ROCK TODAY’S WEATHER

TODAY

Thunderstorms... 90° 75°

TODAY

T-STORM

50% W-SW

T-STORM 90° 75°

50% W-SW

GETS ITS OWN

 Record SpLace

To demand the precious Chicago soul, a sense of how to protect it, and what we can do as a society to protect it. We need an art form that can express all of the complex emotions that our society is dealing with today. It is important to keep our culture alive and to give our young people something to aspire to. This is the role of the Rock Railroad, and we are grateful to be a part of it.
AUFORD
CAMPUS
News and noise for the UCF community

Late Knights prep for first game
Late Knights hopes

Black & Gold at Memory Mall tonight.

Black & Gold is a pep-
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Dillard's
The Style of Your Life.

The Boyfriend Cardigan
from Zinc
In black/wine, navy/heather grey or black/white. 
$39.

MOA MOA
Shiny leggings. 
$30.

The Cropped Vest
from Jolt
Tweed with button detail. 
$34.

The Graphic Tee
from Sinful
Spewer print and foil detail. 
$40.

The Quilted Motorcycle Jacket
from Jolt
With zipper details and cap sleeves. 
$46.

Make Shopping More Rewarding
Every Time You Shop
$20

Apply Today!
Use Your Dillard's Charge. We Also Welcome Visa, Mastercard, American Express, Discover Card & Diner's Club.

Central Florida Future - August 29, 2008

FLORIDA MALL (407) 240-1771 • SEMINOLE TOWNE CENTER (407) 330-1775 • WEST OAKS MALL (407) 292-0606 • DRESS BARN/PLACE (407) 872-0996
ALTAMONTE MALL (407) 830-1211 • Hair Salon, (407) 859-0991: Mon. - Sat. 10-8, Sun. 12-6 • BAGDLEY'S SQUARE (407) 966-3271 • Hair Salon, (407) 859-1791: Mon. - Sat. 10-9, Sun. 12-6 • VELVET MILLS (321) 452-6411 • MELBOURNE SQUARE (321) 255-1366 • Mon. - Sat. 10-6, Sun. 12-6
New Orleans residents prepare for Tropical Storm Gustav

 Winnie Wright/Associated Press

New Orleans residents prepare for Tropical Storm Gustav.

Allure Magazine photo shoot.

Adames has worked with models from all over the world and has been seen before.

Orleans residents prepare for Tropical Storm Gustav.

John Gearhart of the University of Pennsylvania said Wednesday that the hurricane center said it cast to regain strength and turned to a Category 3 hurricane, a storm with winds of 119 to 157 mph.

The cell identity switch may lead to diabetes cure

The work is "a major advancement," said E. Richard Pike, lead author of the study.

HIGHER EDUCATION

What's in the news at colleges around the country

Photos courtesy Iowa college presidents to resign

PORT DODGE, Iowa — The president of Iowa Central Community College in Fort Dodge is resigning after 13 years in the wake of a controversial internal photo that raised questions about his conduct.

NATIONAL & WORLD

Keep current with headlines from around the globe

Take a Tour Today!

And Enter To Win One Of

Our Weekly Prize Drawings!

Some Garages Available With Remote Operator

24-Hour Emergency Service

For Free Shuttle Bus to UCF

100 Riverwalk Way Oviedo, FL 32765
Reserve Your Suite Today!

Call 407-359-2615

NO, THIS ISN'T TAKE A HOME INTERVIEW!

After-grad careers, part-time jobs, and internships.

START BUILDING

You Can't Make Up Your Mind

"Taking your side now in a
government that has made
massive legal mistakes and
has no legitimacy to run the
country's tribal belt.

The group's leaders said they have a legal right to protest there.

"The PAD is not doing anything wrong," said Bobby Jindal, who was ousted in a 2006 coup and faces severe punishment.

The cell identity switch may lead to diabetes cure.

"The PAD is not doing anything wrong," said Bobby Jindal, who was ousted in a 2006 coup and faces severe punishment.

Scientists have transformed one type of cell into another.

Scientists have transformed one type of cell into another.

"I'm panicking," said Eve Burns, another contestant.

"I'm panicking," said Eve Burns, another contestant.

"I'm panicking," said Eve Burns, another contestant.

Muslims have occupied the gates and built barriers in anticipation of a possible police raid.

"I'm panicking," said Eve Burns, another contestant.

Sylverstone was the newest winner of Bravo TV's reality

Adames won $100,000, an additional $50,000, a year's worth of free haircuts, and a trip to Mexico City.
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Whole Foods Market® Winter Park

More of the good stuff... for less than you think!

Discover a tremendous selection of the highest quality natural and organic foods and body care items, plus specialty wines, beers, artisan breads and cheeses and more! We feature eco-friendly, fair trade, and special diet options.

$10 off
any purchase of $40 or more with this coupon
Valid only Winter Park location • Cannot be combined with other offers • Team Member use prohibited • Expires 10/30/2008

1989 Aloma Ave, Winter Park, FL, 32792 • 407.873.8788

FREE FOOTBALL SCORES ON YOUR CELL PHONE FROM THE CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

How Do I Text UCFNEWS to 44636?

1. Grab your cell phone.
2. Select messages on your main menu.
3. Write a new text message, "UCFKNIGHTS".
4. Send this message to 44636 (4INFO).
5. Begin receiving UCF Knights Football Scores!

To: 44636
From: 44636
UCFKNIGHTS

You have successfully subscribed to UCF Knights. Text stop to end at any time.

Central Florida Future
The Student Newspaper at UCF since 1964

Receive FREE, real-time scores and alerts on your cell phone from the Central Florida Future. Just text a keyword, like UCFKNIGHTS, to 44636. For a list of other info you can get on your cell, text MENU to 44636. Now you can be in the know while on the go!
The UCF Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Student Union (GLBSU) kicked off its first meeting on Monday. Students packed in at their officers’ open meeting of introduction, held by the GLBSU President Jessica Osborn and her fellow officers. As people filed in, high and friendly faces were welcomed. On the walls hung their banner, read by the GLBSU President Jessica Osborn. The meeting was not just a meet-and-greet. As people filed in, high and friendly faces were welcomed. On the walls hung their banner, read by the GLBSU President Jessica Osborn. The meeting was not just a meet-and-greet.

"Fabulous’ awareness for UCF gay group

MELISSA CHADBORNE •
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MEET YOUR DREAM ROOMMATES.
(May require assembly.)

Living with strangers can be challenging, but our dream roommates are easy. From chairs that always have your back, to blankets that love being around you, there's a dream roommate for everyone.

COLLEGE CHECKLIST
STUDY UP ON EVERYTHING YOU'LL NEED THIS SEMESTER.

LIVING & SLEEPING
- Table lamps
- Floor lamps
- Chairs
- Area rugs
- Night table
- Picture frames
- Trash can
- Curtains
- Alarm clock
- Pillows
- Sheets
- Pillowcases
- Quilt
- Quilt cover
- Mattress pad

CLEANING
- Drying racks
- Clothes hamper
- Ironing board

STORING & ORGANIZING
- Storage units
- Bookcases
- Media storage
- Drawer organizers
- Hangers
- Shoe organizers
- Door hangers
- Closet organizers
- Clothes rack
- Shelves
- Hooks

STUDYING
- Desk
- Computer desk
- CPU holder
- Keyboard holder
- Desk holder
- Desk lamp
- Desk organizer
- Stackable desk trays
- File cabinet
- Mouse pad
- Storage units
- Notice boards
- Laptop bag

SHOWERING
- Shower caddy
- Towels
- Wash cloths
- Mirror
- Scale

EATING
- Coffee mugs
- Bowls
- Plates
- Silverware
- Food storage containers
- Snack table
- Can opener
- Bottle opener

SNILLE swivel chair
$24.99/ea

IKEA ORLANDO
Conroy Road and Eastgate Drive at Millenia
(407) 355-3155
Mon-Sat: 10am-9pm
Sun: 11am-7pm
Restaurant opens 30 minutes before store.

IKEA USA 2008 - All Rights Reserved.
www.IKEA-USA.com
Jacobsen, human resources

We had a good working relationship with the university, that Sentinel will only offer the SGA had declined that request. but we do have the same costs part of the student readership papers, and 17 cents just wasn't profitable."

The SGA against increase

For the time being, UCF "We were requesting the receive," Lisa said, "and we definitely hope to bring the local city paper back to the campus student readership program.

"They've both in discus- who have their home cities rep- sons of the property squares. On August 20, the city of Montreal gathered the most

On August 29, the city of Montreal gathered the most votes and was chosen to replace Boardwalk as the property with the highest rent.

Donate Plasma!
Sometimes a Band-Aid is not enough

Find out how thousands of people save lives and earn extra CASH by donating plasma regularly. Plasma is used to make manufacture injectable products for people, including children, with serious illnesses. DCI Biologics 1900 Alafaya Trail Suite 500 Orlando 321-335-9100

DCI Biologicals 1900 Alafaya Trail Suite 500 Orlando

* $10 Special-New and Return (not donated in the last 6 months) Being this ad and receive an extra $5 on your 2nd and 4th donation. www.dciplasma.com

Game becomes international event

Fox 13

of members of the Lambda Theta Alpha Sorority. Other organizations re- presented at the event, including the Diversified Greek Council, Delta Phi Lambda, Future Minority Leaders and the Hispanic American Student Association.

All participants received a free T-shirt announcing that the wearer participated in the world's largest simultane- ous game of Monopoly. "It's pretty cool," particip- ant Jose Reissner said. "It hasn't hit me yet because I haven't seen it, but sooner or later it's going to hit me and I'll be like 'Wow, I was a part of that world record.'"

Changes to Monopoly for the Here and Now edition include renaming the streets and the content of the game's Community Chest and Chance cards. Additionally, the traditional paper money used for the game's legal tender has been replaced with an elec- tric bank. Other events organized by Hasbro to promote the game included a worldwide vote that attracted more than 1 million voters looking to choose their home cities repre- sented as one of the property squares.

On August 20, the city of Montreal gathered the most votes and was chosen to replace Boardwalk as the property with the highest rent.

Donate Plasma!
Sometimes a Band-Aid is not enough

Find out how thousands of people save lives and earn extra CASH by donating plasma regularly. Plasma is used to make manufacture injectable products for people, including children, with serious illnesses. DCI Biologics 1900 Alafaya Trail Suite 500 Orlando 321-335-9100
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of members of the Lamb- da Theta Alpha Sorority. Other organizations rep- resented at the event, including the Diversified Greek Council, Delta Phi Lambda, Future Minority Leaders and the Hispanic American Student Association.

All participants received a free T-shirt announcing that the wearer participated in the world's largest simul- taneous game of Monopoly. "It's pretty cool," partici- pant Jose Reissner said. "It hasn't hit me yet because I haven't seen it, but sooner or later it's going to hit me and I'll be like 'Wow, I was a part of that world record.'"

Changes to Monopoly for the Here and Now edition include renaming the streets and the content of the game's Community Chest and Chance cards. Additionally, the traditional paper money used for the game's legal tender has been replaced with an elec- tric bank. Other events organized by Hasbro to promote the game included a worldwide vote that attracted more than 1 million voters looking to choose their home cities repre- sented as one of the property squares.

On August 20, the city of Montreal gathered the most votes and was chosen to replace Boardwalk as the property with the highest rent.

Donate Plasma!
Sometimes a Band-Aid is not enough

Find out how thousands of people save lives and earn extra CASH by donating plasma regularly. Plasma is used to make manufacture injectable products for people, including children, with serious illnesses. DCI Biologics 1900 Alafaya Trail Suite 500 Orlando 321-335-9100

* $10 Special-New and Return (not donated in the last 6 months) Being this ad and receive an extra $5 on your 2nd and 4th donation. www.dciplasma.com
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of members of the Lamb- da Theta Alpha Sorority. Other organizations rep- resented at the event, including the Diversified Greek Council, Delta Phi Lambda, Future Minority Leaders and the Hispanic American Student Association.

All participants received a free T-shirt announcing that the wearer participated in the world's largest simul- taneous game of Monopoly. "It's pretty cool," partici- participant Jose Reissner said. "It hasn't hit me yet because I haven't seen it, but sooner or later it's going to hit me and I'll be like 'Wow, I was a part of that world record.'"

Changes to Monopoly for the Here and Now edition include renaming the streets and the content of the game's Community Chest and Chance cards. Additionally, the traditional paper money used for the game's legal tender has been replaced with an elec- tric bank. Other events organized by Hasbro to promote the game included a worldwide vote that attracted more than 1 million voters looking to choose their home cities repre- sented as one of the property squares.

On August 20, the city of Montreal gathered the most votes and was chosen to replace Boardwalk as the property with the highest rent.

Donate Plasma!
Sometimes a Band-Aid is not enough

Find out how thousands of people save lives and earn extra CASH by donating plasma regularly. Plasma is used to make manufacture injectable products for people, including children, with serious illnesses. DCI Biologics 1900 Alafaya Trail Suite 500 Orlando 321-335-9100

* $10 Special-New and Return (not donated in the last 6 months) Being this ad and receive an extra $5 on your 2nd and 4th donation. www.dciplasma.com
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of members of the Lamb- da Theta Alpha Sorority. Other organizations rep- resented at the event, including the Diversified Greek Council, Delta Phi Lambda, Future Minority Leaders and the Hispanic American Student Association.

All participants received a free T-shirt announcing that the wearer participated in the world's largest simul- taneous game of Monopoly. "It's pretty cool," partici- participant Jose Reissner said. "It hasn't hit me yet because I haven't seen it, but sooner or later it's going to hit me and I'll be like 'Wow, I was a part of that world record.'"

Changes to Monopoly for the Here and Now edition include renaming the streets and the content of the game's Community Chest and Chance cards. Additionally, the traditional paper money used for the game's legal tender has been replaced with an elec- tric bank. Other events organized by Hasbro to promote the game included a worldwide vote that attracted more than 1 million voters looking to choose their home cities repre- sented as one of the property squares.

On August 20, the city of Montreal gathered the most votes and was chosen to replace Boardwalk as the property with the highest rent.

Donate Plasma!
Sometimes a Band-Aid is not enough

Find out how thousands of people save lives and earn extra CASH by donating plasma regularly. Plasma is used to make manufacture injectable products for people, including children, with serious illnesses. DCI Biologics 1900 Alafaya Trail Suite 500 Orlando 321-335-9100

* $10 Special-New and Return (not donated in the last 6 months) Being this ad and receive an extra $5 on your 2nd and 4th donation. www.dciplasma.com

Game becomes international event

Fox 13

of members of the Lambda Theta Alpha Sorority. Other organizations represented at the event, including the Diversified Greek Council, Delta Phi Lambda, Future Minority Leaders and the Hispanic American Student Association.

All participants received a free T-shirt announcing that the wearer participated in the world's largest simultaneous game of Monopoly. "It's pretty cool," participant Jose Reissner said. "It hasn't hit me yet because I haven't seen it, but sooner or later it's going to hit me and I'll be like 'Wow, I was a part of that world record.'"

Changes to Monopoly for the Here and Now edition include renaming the streets and the content of the game's Community Chest and Chance cards. Additionally, the traditional paper money used for the game's legal tender has been replaced with an electric bank. Other events organized by Hasbro to promote the game included a worldwide vote that attracted more than 1 million voters looking to choose their home cities represented as one of the property squares.

On August 20, the city of Montreal gathered the most votes and was chosen to replace Boardwalk as the property with the highest rent.

Donate Plasma!
Sometimes a Band-Aid is not enough

Find out how thousands of people save lives and earn extra CASH by donating plasma regularly. Plasma is used to make manufacture injectable products for people, including children, with serious illnesses. DCI Biologics 1900 Alafaya Trail Suite 500 Orlando 321-335-9100

* $10 Special-New and Return (not donated in the last 6 months) Being this ad and receive an extra $5 on your 2nd and 4th donation. www.dciplasma.com
The Arizona senator, publishing his “conservative” agenda and supported by Cindy McCain, Arnold Schwarzenegger, Sylvester Stallone, and Daddy Yankee, will likely announce his running mate in the coming week.

Rudy Giuliani, Arnold Schwarzenegger, Sylvester Stallone, and Daddy Yankee are excited to attend the organization's convention viewing party Sept. 4, when McCain is expected to accept his party's nomination. Hedrick is confident McCain is the best choice for president.

"His economic policy is built on a competitive private sector, and a smaller, responsive, rule-based government," the sophomore business administration major said. "His approach will facilitate creative freedom, encouraging the innovative and entrepreneurial spirit that will create jobs and foster economic prosperity.

College Republicans Chairman Justin York said the club continues to attend the organization convention viewing party Sept. 4, when McCain is expected to accept his party's nomination. Hedrick is confident McCain is the best choice for president.

"His economic policy is built on a competitive private sector, and a smaller, responsive, rule-based government," the sophomore business administration major said. "His approach will facilitate creative freedom, encouraging the innovative and entrepreneurial spirit that will create jobs and foster economic prosperity.

"Candidates usually get a convention bump after choosing a running mate," York said. "Recently, referring to Sen. Barack Obama, D-Ill., the recent selection of Sen. Joseph Biden, D-Del., as the Democratic vice presidential candidate, Obama was officially endorsed by former first lady Hillary Clinton.

"Biden's experience cannot be ignored. He has run for president three times and has served as the Senate's longest acting president pro tempore," York said. "Obama has been either tied or within one point of each other in the Gallop polls since April. Thus, it is for the better.

"If a candidate has a choice that tends to resonate with their constituency, one that tends to excite, that tends to energize," York said. "They go with it. McCain chose the one that tends to resonate with their constituency, the one that tends to excite, that tends to energize.

"Biden's experience cannot be ignored. He has run for president three times and has served as the Senate's longest acting president pro tempore," York said. "Obama has been either tied or within one point of each other in the Gallop polls since April. Thus, it is for the better.

"If a candidate has a choice that tends to resonate with their constituency, one that tends to excite, that tends to energize," York said. "They go with it. McCain chose the one that tends to resonate with their constituency, the one that tends to excite, that tends to energize.

"Biden's experience cannot be ignored. He has run for president three times and has served as the Senate's longest acting president pro tempore," York said. "Obama has been either tied or within one point of each other in the Gallop polls since April. Thus, it is for the better.

"If a candidate has a choice that tends to resonate with their constituency, one that tends to excite, that tends to energize," York said. "They go with it. McCain chose the one that tends to resonate with their constituency, the one that tends to excite, that tends to energize.
Cook impeached, might lose position

FROM A1

Cook said he was insulted and demanded an apology. Swallows said in his statement that he was following policy to make sure that the Eucharist was not going to be used for "devil worship.

Cook told Channel 9, who broke the story, that he was keeping the wafer until he received an apology for being grabbed while at the Mass. He also said that it was inappropriate for SGA to fund religious organizations. The story gained national attention.

The Eucharist was back in the hands of those that blessed it, the situation was far from over.

Cook filed charges against Catholic Campus Ministries with the Office of Student Conduct, saying that grabbing him and attempting to force him to eat something violated the written rules on hazing.

The hazing charges filed against Catholic Campus Ministries were dropped on July 16, the same day that Cook’s problems began.

SGA Official Anthony Furbush filed a complaint affidavit against Cook.

The affidavit contained testimonials from those present at the Mass.

The vote for impeachment took place on July 20 at the weekly SGA Senate meeting.

After a discussion on the implications that religion played in the matter, the Senate voted 33-2-0 to impeach Cook.

Being impeached did not mean Cook had to leave office, but it did signal the beginning of an investigation process that would bring in witnesses and ultimately lead to a vote on whether or not Cook should be removed from his seat.

The results from the vote were not available at press time, but are up on the Website.

Pick up a copy of the Future on Wednesday for detailed information about Cook’s trial.

FL, GA, SC LAND SALE
River, creeks, hardwoods, natural pine, planted pine, some with development potential, all have excellent hunting. View our website for maps, timber data, etc. St. Regis Paper Co., 478-987-9700 www.stregispaper.com
Eight months after bowl, UCF Football ready to roll

BY PAUL BROWER

A new season, a new quarterback for the same expectations. The UCF Football team, with Mike Greco at the helm, starts its season with an air of uncertainty surrounding the press conference. "But you don't want to see the team and its fans. The Knights have an accomplished and experienced defense, but they don't present too much of a team to be affected with the absence of linebacker Cory Ford. He ran for 1,389 yards in 2006, and caught one pass. Tomorrow's opening game 35-16, the Knights didn't do enough in the passing game to what started the Knights' expectations. "I kept it out of our heads. We know we need to take a chance.

Knights prep for South Carolina State with uncertainty surrounding offense

BY BRIAN MURPHY

This offseason must have felt different for the UCF Football team and its fans. The Knights have always been the ones to put something to press, unfinished business to be done, with the rest of the world in the dark as to how we're living with the question "What if." This year, the team fulfilled its championship goal and a team that has to feel the answer to a different question "What next?" and its harder to stay "top", head coach George O'Leary said during an Aug 5 press conference. "But you don't want to be a rollercoaster-type team. Once you get there, you want to have the ability to stay there. That's basically what our goal is as 'champions.'"

UCF's first step of 2008 comes against South Carolina State tomorrow at 6 p.m. Even though the Bulldogs are a member of the Football Championship Subdivision — formerly I-AA — they don't present an automatic powerhouse for the Knights. They possess a very solid running game and what could be an issue regarding UCF's overall success this season. Here are a few things to watch:

**GO. WHAT HAVE WE GOTTEN HERE?**

- The Knights need to make sure that they are strengthened out before they worry about the offense. O'Leary said that his biggest concern heading into this game is the alcanç. The Knights have an accomplished and experienced defense, but they're not surprised. That's what the first week of every season is about: finding out who we are and what works. The running game is only as successful as the line blocking in front of it, and a late change for the season opener may be an issue regarding UCF's overall success this season. Here are a few things to watch:

- The defense may also be hurt by the absence of linebacker Cory Ford, and the Knights will have a new kicker this year, Darren Daly. All of these issues will be under a microscope — none more than — others against the Bulldogs.

**BULLDOGS DRIVE A FORD**

When it comes time to prepare for South Carolina State, the attention shifts to junior running back Wil Ford. He ran for 1,389 yards and finished in 10th among FCS running backs with an average of 5.7 yards per game, fourth in the FCS running backs with 20 rushing touchdowns. Ford was named the preseason FCS Athlete of the Year by the Clarion-Ledger. Ford has 12 carries so far this season and has gained 50 yards. Ford still ran for 91 yards on just 2 carries last week.

- Ford has named the presea­son FCS Athlete of the Year by the Clarion-Ledger. Ford has 12 carries so far this season and has gained 50 yards. Ford still ran for 91 yards on just 2 carries last week.

- Ford's speed will be a test for the Knights' defense. "He's got the speed," O'Leary said. "He's got the ability to get extended and make plays, but also the ability to make plays on defense."

- Ford's ability to make plays on defense will be especially important. "We don't want to see him do anything else." O'Leary said. "I think it's hard to get the point of view. We have to go out and play games. Very few teams have a chance to go out and play games."

- The running game is only as successful as the line blocking in front of it, and a late change for the season opener may be an issue regarding UCF's overall success this season. Here are a few things to watch:

- The defense may also be hurt by the absence of linebacker Cory Ford, and the Knights will have a new kicker this year, Darren Daly. All of these issues will be under a microscope — none more than — others against the Bulldogs.

- The running game is only as successful as the line blocking in front of it, and a late change for the season opener may be an issue regarding UCF's overall success this season. Here are a few things to watch:

- The defense may also be hurt by the absence of linebacker Cory Ford, and the Knights will have a new kicker this year, Darren Daly. All of these issues will be under a microscope — none more than — others against the Bulldogs.
The Knights should have enough talent and strength to overwhelm the Bulldogs, but they can’t take their foot off the gas this game just because of a foot injury, O’Leary said. "They all have goals that they can go out and with the wide receivers. Ultimately, the separation is the offensive line and their defensive line as far as the depth."
Volleyball opens year with Ga. tournament

THE FUTURE IS HERE is the motto this team has been advertising, and that journey begins tonight.

UCF, which recorded a 9-23 record last season, will begin its 2008 campaign on the road at Georgia Southern Invitational in Statesboro. The Knights' first match will come against Jacksonville tonight at 5 p.m.

The Knights will be using home games and the upcoming season as measuring sticks for their own improvement. "The message is simple for the 2008 UCF Volleyball team, "said Todd Dagenais. "We want to be the best we can be every night and have a better season this year."

The Knights come into tonight's matchup against the Dolphins with a 9-14 edge in the all-time series. The Dolphins were 9-13 last season, including 8-5 in the Atlantic Sun Conference. They return their top two offensive players in seniors Bondan and Aisian Shen, who racked up 316 and 287 kills, respectively. Michelle Walrod is back to lead the Dolphins' defense after tallying 227 digs last season.

Host team Georgia Southern will be next up for the Knights, who will try to continue their all-time series lead and to 6-0 against the Eagles. Georgia Southern comes into this match after posting a record of 10-21 in 2007. They welcome eight newcomers to the mix and welcome back 3rd hitter Bianca Julio. The Knights will have to watch out for the middle hitters on the Georgia Southern squad because they bring a duo in Michelle Uzoh and Sarah Gildersleeve who combined to appear in 235 games last season.

Closing out the tournament will be Presbyterian. The Blue Hose return five starters from a team that went 26-3 last season and will feature an experienced starting rotation with three-year starters Rachel Lewis and Justine Lanchester joining two seniors. Head coach Kris Fisher is excited to get the 2008 season going and bring more fans to the contests this year. "I think we are going to be something special," Fisher said. "I think we are going to come back from an off year and have an extremely good season. Our team is talented, we are really close and we have worked so hard."

Win big at Homecoming with UCF & Centex

You and nine guests will enjoy a VIP PARTY tent with complimentary food and beverages. Plus, TICKETS to see the big game on 11/08, UCF vs. Southern Miss. Enter online at www.ucfathletics.com/centex
Go away stupid rain, it's time to rock

RACHEL WILSON
Contributing Writer

Fans waited outside of BackBooth in downtown Orlando in the cold wind and rain to see bands such as Blood On The Dance Floor, Lunatic Candy Kreep, Irrational and Wednesday 13. All of these bands had their own image and separate genres of music. While Blood On The Dance Floor had an upbeat, dance party theme going on, the other three bands kept it on the dark side.

"Well, it mentions blood and dance floors; fans Rachel Nelson said "Dance floors imply disco and blood implies a type of grittier lyric and sound. Together they make the electro fusion which is Blood On The Dance Floor."

Pleather, platform knee-high boots, and black was to be the theme of the night, despite Blood On The Dance Floor's colorful performance.

"We definitely stand out, but we like that," said Dahvie Vanity, the lead singer of Blood On The Dance Floor. "The thing is, music is about creativity and originality, and if we were all sheep, that'd be such a boring world. We're like the black sheep, but that's cool because we want to be different."

Vanity, 23, didn't let the mismatched set list deter him from having fun. Their name, music and fashion sense were on the opposite side of the spectrum from the other bands.

Along with a band's name, stage presence is everything. All of the bands that played had their own sense of presence.

The Black Noise at Copper Rocket Pub 10 p.m. with The Black Rabbits (rock/grunge/alternative)

Saturday

Empyrean at Back-Booth 7:30 p.m. with Bulletarket, XT LYT and Far From the Tree, $6

John Frank at the Social 9 p.m. with guests, $8

Sunday

Kate Voegele at The Social 6 p.m. with Matt White and Josh Hage, $13

Torche at Back-Booth 7 p.m. with Dark Castle, Hope and Suicide, House of Lightning and Kahn, $10

STEPHANIE KUNCMAN
Contributing Writer

Tropical Storm Fay could not stop local music fans from going to The Social last Thursday. Fans of Orlando bands trickled into the downtown club, dripping with rain from the storm outside. A sign on the door read 'We are still open.' The rain did not stop eager fans from attending a $7 show.

The Kidney Stones opened, even though their guitar player had emergency surgery and couldn't be there. They chanted "ruioy"

The Little Debbies have been a part of the Orlando music scene in different bands for the past 10 years. If you go to the relatively vacant room at BackBooth for a night of $6 local punk rock on Tuesday, "Leave your house, leave your apartment, get off Myspace, away from the television and come see a show and support local music," A-Go-Go drummer Chris Welty said.

With the fans ready to get wild, all-female band The Little Debbies took the stage. Lead singer, guitarist and keyboardist Michelle Lane wore a calf-length, rainbow-colored polka dot dress along with glitter-coated flats that sparkled as her feet tapped to the beat. The Little Debbies members include Lane, lead guitarist and vocalist Milka Ramos, bass guitarist Erin Nolan, and drummer Tia Perilli. They also played the accordion.

Kreisle bolted out A-Go-Go's incant punk lyrics of biting wit, nihilism and social mockery in a hellish scene similar to Kreisle band W轨的 Badly Handled's squidgy diner demen with special direction for you to hate. A-Go-Go's sound is all about the ultimate negating, and makes you feel bad, a sense, which is a very very pure thing to do," guitarist Mike 'Tyson' said.
THE FULL EFFECT take the stage for a packed house

WHITNEY HAMRICK

Orlando and the Full Effect, McChris, Warship and Lathermouth kicked off the Last Stage Concerts' Labor Day Weekend at The Social, Aug. 31.

The show was a showcase of bands that have recently appeared on The Social's calendar, including newcomer Leathermouth.

The audience was packed, with many fans waving signs that didn't go unnoticed. The Full Effect, a band that regularly performs at The Social, was one of the bands that followed the Descendents last fall into CBGB in 2007, since their first show.

Dewees tours extensively as a keyboardist with such bands as New Found Glory and My Chemical Romance, where he met rhythm guitarist Frank Iero, now a member of The Full Effect and The Social, released a cover album of Leathermouth.

Aqua Teen Hunger Force as a writer for Cartoon Network shows such as South Park and Aqua Teen Hunger Force as a writer for Cartoon Network shows such as South Park and Aqua Teen Hunger Force.

Ward is best known for his role in the letterboxing series "The View from Five Stories Down" and as a character on the TV show "The Jacksons: A Portrait of a Family," which helped him out in his lyrics, which helped me out in a devil Halloween mask.

He's knock-kneed to the point of his right leg being in the pit of his pants as he sang the song. His said fans said he was going to release the crowd back in unison.

"It's really weave," Ward said. "We don't have even a chance to lose control. They made a lot because I didn't have any breath yet."

Iero frequently stopped dancing to marvel at the crowd's ability to fill in. The audience showed their appreciation for his career, with many fans waving signs that didn't go unnoticed.

Dewees explained that the well-received tour was like a KISS farewell tour where the band said they're never coming back, but in reality they will, with more merchandise and re-mastered CDs of the same songs.

Iero called for everyone to be excited about this. "It's like we're all in love and the T-shirts are about to escape.

We had to find a best friend for his high pitch "merciless" flip-off up as a writer for Cartoon, the network shows such as South Park, The Social, not only helped create. He's a member of McChris, Luiet, and Lathermouth.

His home is in Los Angeles, San Diego, Oiled up with the love, from California to Florida, and by the way. We were wrestling until Loco Chopospeke broke (named Linda's) Yoruba's leg by chris-chris. We call this 'The Ears'."

"We're ex-luchadors from We're ex-luchadors from Lucha Libre's side. Nothing's going on, it's forbidden. If you're not a fan of Biafra's signature inflection, you're probably not going to hear the joke. "They're our joke."

"We're going to make the joke. They're not going to hear the joke. "They're our joke."

"I feel great after a show, they're our joke."


"We're ex-luchadors from We're ex-luchadors from Lucha Libre's side. Nothing's going on, it's forbidden. If you're not a fan of Biafra's signature inflection, you're probably not going to hear the joke. "They're our joke."

"We're going to make the joke. They're not going to hear the joke. "They're our joke."

BackBooth's broad mix of motley music

Brandon Shaw said that the stage presence is sometimes as important as the music itself. "Well, stage presence can sometimes be as important, if not more important, than the actual music being played," Shaw said. "Especially for the smaller bands in music, the audience is looking for something to catch their attention and remember the performance."

For Wednesday's show at the BackBooth, Spanky Love, came out with a band that doesn't. "Well, our presence, they have a better chance sticking out than a band that doesn't," lead singer Joseph Poole said.

The lead singer, alias Sparky Love,UV light with a black stripe painted down the center of his face. He also had red cat-eye contacts, tattered and paint-splattered clothes. Loved guitar beer on the audience-mixing near the stage. The nudity might need to be handled with care. But in the interest of motley music, audiences are looking for something new. And the drummer cued the cowbell to every jamming moment.

At the end of each set, every band thanked the audience for sticking them out through the storm. Most of the audience, in return, seemed happy to have made it in to the show as they wished in line to buy merchandise and meet the bands.

They chose the name The Little Debbie because it is cute and nostalgic at the same time. "We are all different individuals — we just stepped out of a studio," lead singer Bradd Shapiro said. "We have passion for different types of music. If more important, we strive to be good musicians, to listen to some of The Little Debbies' jams, visit www.myspace.com/thelittledebbies. The Little Debbies also have future shows in Orlando and West Palm, which is re-opening soon for Orlando.

The drummer, Tuesday Roffel is a friend of Nolan's. "They're doing a little jamming," Roffel said. "We're gonna do a little jummin'."

"Well, I think the audience is looking for something new," lead singer Joseph Poole said. "Now when the lead singer talks, you guys make noises. Now, make some noise."
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More used Books

More used Books Welcomed
Largest Selection of Used Books
School Supplies & Study Aids
Financial Aid Accepted
Knights Apparel
Best Prices!

Enter today to win
Textbooks for Life
from Gray's at UCF!
Visit www.GraysBooks.com for info
on how to enter & contest rules.

Open Extended Hours:
Aug 23rd thru 31st
Mon-Thu: 8am til 9pm • Fri: 8am til 6pm
Sat: 10am til 6pm • Sun: 11am til 5pm

Save $5 Now
when you buy your textbooks at Gray's.

More Used Books More Savings!

Coupon may be used from August 25th thru August 31st.
Can be used with Bright Futures, financial aid and Gray's Rewards Club Program.
One coupon per customer per visit.
Coupon must be surrendered at time of purchase.
Cannot be combined with other coupons.
Minimum purchase of $50 required

Buy with us. Sell with us. SAVE WITH US!

University Palms Shopping Center, corner of
McCulloch Road & Alafaya Trail, next to Publix